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You have wakened not out of sleep, but into a prior dream,  

and that dream lies within another, and so on, to infinity,  

which is the number of the grains of sand. The path that  

you are to take is endless, and you will die before you 

have truly awakened. 

—Jorge Luis Borges

SUEÑO IS REALITY

Yolanda Nieves

Before you awaken to love 

you must lose someone 

see their future fall before your eyes 

like the sad voice of the 

sand when it descends to the bottom of the sea.    

     Dime que estoy soñando.

The hand you held, the callouses, soft spots, 

and all you kissed so tenderly 

must disappear 

so you understand what was 

beautiful and how vast 

the abyss stretches 

between death and life.       

     Quiero morir.

SUEÑO IS REALITY
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SUEÑO IS REALITY

Before you know how fragile love is 

you must experience wicked things; 

journey to the place where a hungry 

man sits alone in the cold for days  

his hands extended still 

empty except for the despair 

that fills his belly 

with eyes that reflect 

the shadow you leave behind

or

where an infant tangled in a dirty blanket  

lies silent staring in the dark 

at the cracked ceiling 

empty hiccups his only company. 

     Que injusta la vida.

If love is to be the biggest thing inside you 

you must want to stand  

after falling a hundred times;

hang on to anything, 

sing with the dying bird 

pray with grieving earth until 

your voice embroiders the losses 

of mothers and lovers and friends. 

Only they can undress the black frock 

of sadness; 
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the knife of 

loss that cuts into your flesh. 

     La herida se sana.

What is alive 

is essential— 

the face that rises in the morning  

to smile at you 

the arm that embraces your shoulder, 

the hands that make your tea

then no longer tired of surviving, 

you dream

the dream  el sueño sana 

real.

SOJOURNER


